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Happy Easter all! 

Following a successful 3 performances of separate tables I would like to 

congratulate all involved!   Fantastic job and sold out too!   Amazing audiences! 

So now we plan our next conquest!   Panto Season! 

Please have a Look at what's coming up over the next few months and continue to 

support the group!  We are going places.  So be there with us :) 

Jane  

 

A feature in What’s on Stage for 1 April: 

Happy April Fool’s Day! For no other reason that to, hopefully, make you laugh, here’s a run-down of some 

theatrically-inspired rib-ticklers. With apologies to lighbulbs and actors, who seem to be the butt of an unfair 

proportion of the theatre jokes we could find – we still love you guys! 

 Two neighbours in Stratford claim that their home is the true birthplace of Shakespeare. Officials in 
Stratford proposed to solve the dispute by putting a plaque on both their houses. 

 Two deceased actors meet in heaven. One says: “Good grief, is that Trevor Nunn over there? I 
didn’t realise he was dead.” His acquaintance, who had a slightly longer experience of the afterlife, 
replied: “Oh no, that’s God- he just thinks he’s Trevor Nunn.” 

 

 Q: How do you drown an actress?  
A: Put a mirror at the bottom of the pool. 

http://www.whatsonstage.com/search/?term=trevor+nunn
http://www.whatsonstage.com/search/?term=trevor+nunn


 

 Q: How many actors does it take to change a lightbulb?  
A: Ten - one to hold the bulb and nine to say “it should be me up there”. OR… 
A: One – the actor holds the lightbulb and the world revolves around him. 

 Q: How many directors does it take to change a lightbulb? 
A: Hmmm… Lightbulb… Allow me to ponder the changing of the bulb. 

 Q: How many producers does it take to change a lightbulb? 
A: Sorry, a new lamp isn’t in the budget. 

 Q: How many lighting designers does is take to change a lightbulb? 
A: None. It’s a carefully orchestrated blackout. 

 An actor without technicians is a naked person, standing on a bare stage, in the dark, trying 
to emote. A technician without actors is a person with saleable skills. 

 A stage manager, a sound technician and a lighting designer find a bottle in a corner of the 
theatre. One of them rubs it and a genie pops out. "Since you all found me," he says "you 
each get one wish." The sound technician steps up and says, "I'd like a million pounds and 
three beautiful women." POOF! The sound tech is gone. The lighting designer steps up and 
says, "Well, if he can have that, I'd like TEN million pounds, and my own personal island 
with 15 beautiful women!" POOF! The lighting designer is gone. The stage manager steps 
up and says, "I'd like them both back in ten minutes."  

 If “All the world's a stage, and all the people merely players”... who the **** has my script? 

 

Separate Tables success:  A big thanks to all who helped make our recent 
production of Separate Tables a great success – we had to turn people away as 
seating wasstill restricted.  Here are some photos from the dress rehearsal: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

Angela says:  I decided to join my husband Allan Cowan who has been a 

member of Kilmardinny Players for a number of years and really enjoyed it. ! As we 

met 35 years ago in Largs Amateur dramatics I thought I 

would give it another go. I have thoroughly enjoyed the whole 

experience (maybe with the exception of freezing a few times 

with fear at rehearsals & forgetting lines! )  

The play itself 

Separate Tables by Terence Rattigan was fascinating 

highlighting many human frailties. The cast were friendly with 

everyone being supportive towards each other offering 

advice and encouragement and a few laughs ! Paul 

juggled  directing with his acting role as the Major in the play 

and kept up morale with encouraging emails to us all keeping us all on track.  The 

sell out three day run at Kilmardinny House was fantastic, exhausting but 

exhilarating. Great  fun and highly recommended. 

 

Dates for your diaries:  Here is a list of forthcoming activities that the 

committee has arranged for members. 

 

SCDA event 14th April:  Carole Williams, 

National Drama Advisor for the SCDA,  is 

running a reserve adjudicator workshop in the 

Park Hotel in Kilmarnock on Saturday 14th April 

from 2 pm to 5 pm and she has asked our group to perform short scenes at this 

adjudicators’ training.  This is a great opportunity for our group and we are 

performing two short  scenes from Separate Tables.  I am sure it will feature in their 

magazine at a future date.  We also hope to have Carole back soon for another 

workshop – more details once organised. 

 

Our 2018 AGM:     This will take place on Monday 14 May in 

Bearsden Hub Lesser Hall at 7.30 pm followed 

by some light entertainment arranged by Craig 

– a mini movie night  - a compilation of scenes 

from recent shows – popcorn and refreshments 

will be provided – not to be missed! 



 

 

Play reading nights:  We enjoyed reading some good 

plays last year and so have booked rooms for 

another 3 nights this year.   

Monday 21 May in Milngavie Lower Lesser 

Town Hall at 7.30 pm – “The Chalk Garden” 

by Enid Bagnold lead by Paul Cockcroft. 

 

Thursday 24 May in Milngavie Lower Lesser Town Hall at 7.30 pm – 

“Arsenic and Old Lace” by Joseph Kesselring lead by Martin 

Fairgrieve. 

 

Thursday 31 May in Bearsden Hub Lesser Hall at 7.30 pm – 

We will be reading a pantomime and will be lead by Christina 

Dowers – oh yes it will!  I am reading a number of pantomimes 

by the same author as our Cinderella and at the moment I really 

like a version of Aladdin. 

 

Audition nights:  Our Autumn production dates are the week beginning Monday 

12 November 2018.  After listening to views of 

members instead of The Importance of Being Earnest 

this time, by popular demand, I will direct a panto – oh 

yes I will and auditions will be held as follows: 

Monday 4 June and Thursday 7 June in Milngavie 

Lower Lesser Town Hall at 7.30 pm. 

Please let me know if you are coming to one of the audition nights and details of 

which pantomime to follow once committee have had a chance to read a few scripts! 

Update email about  Kilmardinny House: 

UPDATE: March 2018 

Dear Partnership Group Members, 

 

I would like to update you on a few points regarding Kilmardinny and its 

ongoing refurbishments and upgrades to infrastructure. 



 

 

Stage & seating: the stage has been measured and the final design signed 

off. The stage will be a modular design with stairs, h&s barriers and 

skirt. The decision was made to take the measurement from what was the 

original size that included the old stage extension. This will maximise the 

flexibility of future bookings. The finish of the stage flooring will be 

reversible to cater for different events and requirements. Black finish for 

performance, natural wood for presentations etc. 

The original raked seating was assets and other than concerns about the 

engine the contractor had no issue with being able to deliver a high 

quality refurbishment. The seating has been removed and is currently being 

fully refurbished. (re-upholstered, h&s check, engine refurbishment and 

chair leg replaced). 
 

As it is the one contractor delivering on this upgrade to the theatre. It 

was suggested by the contractor to block book the theatre out and install 

over a few days.  Rather than split the install. 

The date we have been given is mid  April for deliver, install and staff 

training.  This will take a few days and will update once the job has been 

completed. 

 

Last week’s weather disrupted many events and in Kilmardinny's case caused 

some damage to the building. EDC Buildings Control has assets the external 

and internal damage. Presently room 2 & 3 are closed off due to the damage 

that is within the connecting corridor. I hope to be updated on this and at 

least one of the rooms to become reopened shortly until all the work has 

been completed and signed off. Until such times if your group has a booking 

we may have had to relocate you to another part of the building. 

 

Thank you for your patience and cooperation. 

Gillian Price 

Arts Development Officer 

East Dunbartonshire Leisure & Culture Trust 

 

 

 


